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Abstract: Over the last decade, the Intelligent Computer Tutoring Group (ICTG) has implemented many successful constraint-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) in a variety of instructional domains. Our tutors have proven their effectiveness not only in controlled lab studies but also in real classrooms, and some of them have been commercialized. Although constraint-based tutors seem easier to develop in comparison to other existing ITS methodologies, they still require substantial expertise in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and programming. Our initial approach to making the development easier was WETAS (Web-Enabled Tutor Authoring System), an authoring shell that provided all the necessary functionality for ITSs but still required domain models to be developed manually. This paper presents ASPIRE (Authoring Software Platform for Intelligent Resources in Education), a complete authoring and deployment environment for constraint-based ITSs. ASPIRE consists of the authoring server (ASPIRE-Author), which enables domain experts to easily develop new constraint-based tutors, and a tutoring server (ASPIRE-Tutor), which deploys the developed systems. ASPIRE-Author supports the authoring of the domain model, in which the author is required to provide a high-level description of the domain, as well as examples of problems and their solutions. From this information, ASPIRE generates the domain model automatically. We discuss the authoring process and illustrate it using the development process of CIT, an ITS that teaches capital investment decision making. We also discuss a preliminary study of ASPIRE, and some of the ITSs being developed in it.
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INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that ITSs promise to revolutionize education, due to their high effectiveness in supporting learning (e.g., Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997; Mitrovic & Ohlsson, 1999; VanLehn et al., 2005). Despite this promise, ITSs are still not common in classrooms because their development requires extensive expertise, effort and time (Murray, 1997).

We at ICTG have developed a number of successful constraint-based tutors over the last decade. Our approach to building ITSs is based on Ohlsson’s theory of learning from performance errors (Ohlsson, 1996), which resulted in the methodology known as Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) (Ohlsson, 1994; Mitrovic & Ohlsson, 1999). Ohlsson proposed that knowledge should be represented...
in the form of constraints, which specify what ought to be so, rather than generating problem-solving paths, as done in model-tracing tutors. Domain knowledge (i.e., constraints) is thus used as a way of prescribing abstract features of correct solutions. As we discussed elsewhere (Ohlsson & Mitrovic, 2007), constraints are easier to develop in contrast to production rules, which are used in model tracing as a recipe for performing tasks in a domain (e.g., Koedinger et al, 1997). Constraints support evaluation and judgment, not inference, and are used to represent both domain and student knowledge.

Although representing domain knowledge in the form of constraints makes the authoring process easier (Mitrovic, Koedinger, & Martin, 2003; Ohlsson & Mitrovic, 2007), building a knowledge base for a constraint-based tutor still remains a major challenge. Developing a constraint-based tutor, like any other ITS, is a labour-intensive process that requires expertise in CBM and programming. While ITSs contain a few modules that are domain-independent, their domain model (which consumes the majority of the development effort) is unique. Our goal is to reduce the time and effort required for producing ITSs by building an authoring system that can generate the domain model with the assistance of a domain expert and produce a fully functional system.

This paper presents ASPIRE, an authoring and deployment environment that assists in the process of composing domain models for constraint-based tutors and automatically serves tutoring systems on the web. The proposed system builds upon our experiences with constraint-based tutors and WETAS (Martin & Mitrovic, 2002, 2003), a web-based tutoring shell that facilitates building constraint-based tutors. WETAS is a prototype system that provides all the domain-independent components for text-based ITSs. The main limitation of WETAS is its lack of support for authoring domain models. ASPIRE guides the author through building the domain model, automating some of the tasks involved, and seamlessly deploys the resulting domain model to produce a fully-functional, web-based ITS.

Developing ITSs in ASPIRE is much easier than developing them manually, as ASPIRE automates much of the work involved. ASPIRE hides the details of constraint implementation, such as the constraint language and constraint structures, from authors. Rather than having to learn the constraint language and write constraints manually, in ASPIRE the author is only required to model the domain ontology and provide example problems and their solutions. ASPIRE generates constraints from the information the author provides automatically. Ontologies used in ASPIRE consist of concepts, described in terms of their properties and restrictions on properties, with relationships representing various associations among concepts. ASPIRE uses a machine-learning approach to induce constraints from the domain ontology and examples of solved problems, which we earlier investigated and developed in the Constraint Authoring System (CAS) (Suraweera, Mitrovic, & Martin, 2004a, 2004b, 2005, 2007). Whilst the constraint details are hidden from novices, expert authors can directly modify the generated constraints if necessary.

The paper commences with a brief introduction to related authoring systems for building ITSs. The next section presents ASPIRE’s architecture, followed by a discussion of ASPIRE-Author, the outline of the domain authoring process and ASPIRE-Tutor. We also present CIT, a constraint-based tutor developed in ASPIRE, and the evaluation study we performed with it. Finally, the last section presents conclusions.

RELATED WORK

Murray (1999, 2003) classifies ITS authoring tools into two main groups: pedagogy-oriented and performance-oriented. Pedagogy-oriented systems focus on instructional planning and teaching
strategies, assuming that the instructional content will be fairly simple (e.g., a set of instructional units containing canned text and graphics). Such systems provide support for curriculum sequencing and planning, authoring tutoring strategies, composing multiple knowledge-types (e.g., facts, concepts and procedures) and authoring adaptive hypermedia. On the other hand, performance-oriented systems focus on providing rich learning environments where students learn by solving problems and receiving dynamic feedback. The systems in this category include authoring systems for domain expert systems, simulation-based learning and some special purpose authoring systems focussing on performance.

ASPIRE would be classified as a performance-oriented authoring system under those criteria, and therefore in this paper we discuss only authoring systems with similar characteristics. Students typically use ITSs to solve problems and receive feedback customised to their attempts. ITSs have a deep model of expertise, enabling the tutor to both correct the student’s errors and provide assistance on solving a problem. Authoring systems of this kind focus on generating the rules that form the domain model. They typically use sophisticated machine learning techniques for acquiring domain rules with the assistance of a domain expert. Examples include Diligent (Angros, Johnson, Rickel, & Scholer, 2002), Disciple (Tecuci, 1998), and Demonstr8 (Blessing, 1997). We now describe some of these approaches.

**Diligent**

Diligent (Angros et al., 2002) is an authoring system that acquires the knowledge required for a pedagogical agent in simulation-based learning environments. It learns the agent rules by observing the expert demonstrating the skill to be taught. The system experiments with the recorded traces in order to understand the role of each step in the procedure. The expert can directly modify learned procedures by providing clarifications at the completion of the experimentation stage. Authoring also involves acquiring the linguistic knowledge required to explain procedural tasks to students.

The domain expert can review the procedural rules generated by the system by examining a graph of the task model, or alternatively by allowing the agent to demonstrate its acquired knowledge by teaching it back to the domain expert. The expert can also directly modify the task model by adding or removing steps, ordering constraints and so on.

Diligent was evaluated on a series of tasks, revealing that the produced models were significantly better that those produced manually, and that Diligent's assistance was most beneficial with complex, error-prone procedures. Although the evaluation results are promising, Diligent is only suited for authoring knowledge in simulated domains where the consequences of each action are readily observed. It would, therefore, not be effective in environments such as medical diagnosis, where the diagnosis steps are determined from the patient’s condition, rather than from the effects each step has on the patient.

**Disciple**

Disciple (Tecuci, 1998; Tecuci & Keeling, 1999; Tecuci, Wright, Lee, Boicu, & Bowman, 1998) is a learning-agent shell for developing intelligent educational agents. A domain expert teaches the agent to perform domain-specific tasks by providing examples and explanations. The expert is also required to supervise and correct the agent’s behaviour. Disciple uses a collection of complementary learning methods, including inductive learning from examples, explanation-based learning, learning by analogy and learning by experimentation. A completed Disciple agent can be used to interact with students and guide them while they solve problems.
Disciple first has to be customised by building two domain-specific interfaces and a problem solver for the domain. The first domain-specific interface provides the expert with a means of expressing their knowledge, while the second is the problem-solving interface for the student. The extent and the nature of the problem solver depend on the type and purpose of the learning agent being developed. Developing the interfaces and problem solver requires software engineering and knowledge engineering expertise, with a developer working collaboratively with a domain expert.

The Disciple agent has been applied to a number of domains including history, statistical analysis and engineering design. The task of customising the Disciple agent requires extensive programming skills and considerable effort: the authors must develop a problem-solving interface for the domain and a problem solver. Furthermore, building a problem solver in some domains may be extremely hard, if not impossible. The semantic network contains information about domain concepts as well as instances. The process of specifying the semantic network is highly repetitive and tedious because all elements participating in example solutions must be added manually. Furthermore, even for small domains the semantic networks tend to contain many links between nodes. Larger domains tend to have very complex semantic networks; locating nodes becomes very difficult and domain experts may even become disoriented.

Demonstr8

Demonstr8 (Blessing, 1997) is an authoring system that assists in the development of model-tracing tutors for arithmetic domains. The system infers production rules using programming-by-demonstration techniques, coupled with methods to further abstract the generated productions.

The author begins by creating a student interface using a drawing tool-like interface. All cells placed on the interface automatically become available as working memory elements (WMEs). The author then identifies higher-order WMEs (collections of atomic WMEs that have a significant meaning). The system relies on knowledge functions for any declarative knowledge not depicted directly in the interface. These functions are implemented as two-dimensional tables that enumerate the function’s value for all combinations of the two inputs.

The author then demonstrates the problem-solving procedure by solving example problems. The system selects the relevant knowledge function for each step by exhaustively going through the list of available functions to locate the one that produces the demonstrated result. In cases where multiple knowledge functions return the desired outcome, the system asks the author to select the correct one. After each author action, the system generates a production rule and displays it. The author can modify the rule by selecting a more general/specific condition from a drop-down list. The author is also required to specify a goal and a skill covered by the generated rule, and to provide four help messages with increasing levels of detail.

The production rule generation process is highly dependent on the WMEs (both base and higher order) the author created: for correct productions to be generated the author needs to use the correct representation for WMEs. Furthermore, each production rule generated by the system is displayed to the author for fine-tuning. In cases where a production rule needs to be decomposed into sub-goals, this also has to be directly specified by the author. To achieve these tasks successfully the author needs to be knowledgeable about the model-tracing approach. It seems unreasonable to assume typical educators (such as school teachers) would possess such knowledge.

Although the author argues that the methodology used in Demonstr8 can be adapted for other domains, the system described by Blessing (1997) is limited to arithmetic domains only. He also
admits that creating a tutoring system for geometry would be difficult because the knowledge required to progress from one step to another is not directly observable from the interface. We believe developing a tutoring system for a non-procedural, open-ended domain such as database modelling with Demonstr8 would be extremely difficult, if not impossible.

CTAT

The Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) (Aleven, McLaren, Sewall, & Koedinger, 2006; Koedinger, Aleven, Heffernan, McLaren, & Hockenberry, 2004) also assist the creation and delivery of model-tracing tutors. CTAT allows authors to create two types of tutors: Cognitive tutors and Example-Tracing Tutors (previously called Pseudo Tutors). Cognitive tutors contain a model capable of tracing student actions while solving problems. In contrast, an example-tracing tutor contains a fixed trace from solving one particular problem.

To develop an example-tracing tutor, the author starts by creating the student interface, followed by demonstrating correct and incorrect actions to be taken during problem solving. All actions performed by the author are visualised in the form of a behaviour graph. The author annotates the graph by adding hint messages to correct links and “buggy” messages to incorrect links. The author must also add labels to the links representing the skill behind each problem-solving step. These skill labels are used for generating a skill matrix, which outlines the knowledge elements required to solve each problem.

The ratio of development time to instructional time with CTAT is 23:1 on average, which compares favourably to the corresponding estimate of 200:1 for manually constructed, fully functional model-tracing tutors (Koedinger et al., 2004). Although in theory both example-tracing and cognitive tutors exhibit identical interaction with the student, an example-tracing tutor is specific to the problem used to produce it. While new problems can be added to a full cognitive tutor with little effort, example-tracing tutors require all possible problem-solving paths to be demonstrated for each new problem. This task becomes increasingly tedious as the number of similar problems increases and the complexity of alternate paths rises.

Jarvis and co-workers have implemented an automatic rule authoring system for CTAT tools (Jarvis, Nuzzo-Jones, & Heffernan, 2004) that generates Jess rules. Their goal is to generate the required production rules (given domain knowledge and examples of problem-solving steps) through programming-by-demonstration techniques. The rule generation system generalises the set of behaviour graphs developed while building an example-tracing tutor; the correct steps demonstrated by the expert are used as positive examples and incorrect steps are used as negative examples. It was tested in the domains of multi-column multiplication, fraction addition and tic-tac-toe. The rules for all three domains were learned in a reasonable amount of time, but were overly general in some cases (Jarvis, Nuzzo-Jones, & Heffernan, 2004). In this process, the author needs a thorough knowledge of model tracing. Furthermore, listing the complete set of skills required for the domain is a task that requires cognitive modelling experience. The rule generation engine is fully dependent upon the list of skills, so an incomplete skill-list would result in an incomplete set of generated rules. Furthermore, producing the skill-list in addition to the behaviour graph would be very demanding for the domain expert.

Matsuda, Cohen, Sewall, Lacerda, and Koedinger (2007) report on SimStudent, another machine-learning approach to generating production rules within CTAT. In SimStudent, the author demonstrates how a particular problem can be solved by performing a sequence of problem-solving
steps. Each step is represented in terms of the focus of attention (i.e., the interface components being modified), the value(s) entered by the author, and the skill demonstrated. SimStudent then generates a production rule for each problem-solving step. This approach has been used to generate rules for arithmetic, algebra and chemistry, resulting in fairly good domain models. However, this approach cannot be used for non-procedural tasks.

THE OVERVIEW OF ASPIRE

The goal of ASPIRE is to simplify the process of developing and deploying constraint-based tutors. Our primary intention is to reduce the amount of background knowledge required from authors in order to develop ITSs.

ASPIRE\(^1\) consists of ASPIRE-Author, the authoring server, and ASPIRE-Tutor, the tutoring server that delivers the resulting ITSs to students (see Figure 1). ASPIRE-Author makes it possible for the human expert (i.e., the author) to describe the instructional domain and the tasks students will be performing, and to specify problems and their solutions. Once an ITS has been specified in ASPIRE-Author, the tutoring server delivers the developed system to the student.

![Figure 1. The Architecture of ASPIRE](image)

---

\(^1\) In this paper, we discuss only some of ASPIRE’s features and functionality. For the full discussion, please see ASPIRE User Manual available at [http://aspire.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz](http://aspire.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz)
ASPIRE-AUTHOR

Authoring a constraint-based tutor in ASPIRE is a semi-automated process, carried out with the assistance of the domain expert. The authoring process, summarised in Table 1, consists of eight phases. Initially, the author specifies general features of the chosen instructional domain, such as whether it consists of sub-domains focusing on specific areas, and whether or not the task is procedural. For procedural tasks, the author describes the problem-solving steps. The author then develops the domain ontology using ASPIRE’s ontology workspace. In the third phase, the author defines the problem structure and the general structure of solutions, expressed in terms of concepts from the ontology. The author then adds sample problems and their correct solutions. During this phase, the author is encouraged to provide multiple solutions for each problem, demonstrating different ways of solving it. ASPIRE can then generate syntax constraints by analysing the ontology and the solution structure. The semantic constraint generator analyses problems and their solutions to generate semantic constraints. Finally, the author can deploy the developed ITS.

Table 1. The phases of the authoring process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Specify the domain characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Compose the domain ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Model the problem and solution structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Design the student interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Add problems and solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Generate syntax constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Generate semantic constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Deploy the tutoring system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The architecture of ASPIRE-Author is illustrated in Figure Fig. 2. The Authoring Controller is the central component which manages the authoring process and communication between the various components of ASPIRE-Author. The Domain Structure Modeller supports the first phase of the authoring process by allowing the author to specify the general characteristics of the chosen instructional domain. This information is stored as the initial part of the domain model. The author then specifies the domain ontology using the Ontology Workspace (phase 2) and the structure of problems/solutions in the Problem/Solution Structure Modeller (phase 3). The Student Interface Builder supports the author in specifying the initial version of the student interface (phase 4), which will be used to communicate with students. The author uses the Problem/Solution Editor to provide examples of problems and their solutions (phase 5). The Constraint Generator uses the specified information to develop the domain knowledge necessary for the ITS to be able to analyse students’ solutions (phases 6 and 7). This knowledge is represented in terms of constraints, which describe the syntax and the semantics of the instructional domain. Finally, the developed domain models are maintained by the Domain Model Manager.

Phase 1: Specifying the Characteristics of the Domain

We will illustrate the authoring procedure for the procedural task of adding fractions. The problem-solving procedure can be broken down into four steps. Initially, it is necessary to check whether the two fractions have the same denominator; if that is not the case, the lowest common denominator must
be found. Step two involves modifying the two fractions to have the lowest common denominator (when needed). After that, the two fractions are added, which may result in an improper fraction. Finally, the result is to be simplified, if necessary. Figure 3 shows the screenshot of the Domain tab of ASPIRE, in which the author has specified the problem-solving steps for this domain. Note that in this particular case the author wanted each step to be shown on a separate page.

Fig. 2. The Architecture of ASPIRE-Author

The first authoring phase requires the author to identify the steps for the chosen instructional task. This is not a trivial task, as the author needs to decide on the pedagogical approach to teaching the task. For example, it is possible to come up with a different set of steps for adding two fractions in comparison to the one shown in Figure 3: the author may want to combine the initial two steps into one, or even combine the initial three tasks into one. The decisions would depend on the author’s teaching approach and/or the target population of students. The author also needs to decide on how to structure the student interface: will the task be presented on the same page or on multiple pages?

In Figure 3, the author defined a sequence of steps, due to the nature of the task. Please note that even though there are four steps defined for the Fraction Addition domain, only some problems will require each step to be completed. If, for example, the two given fractions have the same denominator, the student will not have to do anything in the initial two steps. ASPIRE supports more complicated tasks as well, in addition to sequences of steps. Note the “Repeatable” check boxes: the author can use them to specify whether a particular step needs to be repeated many times.

**Phase 2: Specifying the Domain Ontology**

In the second phase, the author develops an ontology of the chosen instructional domain, which plays a central role in the authoring process. ASPIRE-Author provides an ontology workspace for visually...
modelling ontologies. A domain ontology describes the domain by identifying important concepts and relationships between them. The ontology defines the hierarchical structure of the domain in terms of sub- and super-concepts. Each concept might have a number of properties, and may be related to many other domain concepts. A preliminary study conducted to evaluate the role of ontologies in manually composing a constraint base showed that constructing a domain ontology assisted the composition of constraints (Suraweera, Mitrovic & Martin, 2004a). The study showed that ontologies help authors to reflect on the domain, organise constraints into meaningful categories and produce more complete constraint bases.

Fig. 3. Problem-solving procedure for fraction addition

In ASPIRE, ontologies are represented as hierarchies in which concepts are related via the is-a relationship. The Ontology Workspace (shown in Figure 4) is a graphical ontology-development tool, which supports a rich knowledge model. The taxonomy is represented as a set of concepts (rectangular boxes) connected with arrows, representing the is-a relationship. The bar at the top of the drawing area contains a set of tools that can be used to draw the ontology and manage it. The rectangle and arrow tools are used to draw the hierarchy (i.e., to draw concepts and relationships between them). In addition to these two tools, there is also a tool for starting a new ontology (the empty page tool), deleting the currently selected element of the ontology (the trash can tool), undoing/redoing the last action, saving the ontology (shown as diskette) and the finish tool, which has the effect of saving the ontology and leaving the ontology workspace (shown as the finish flag). Below this tool bar there is a drawing pane, where the domain hierarchy can be drawn.

To define the ontology the author must create the identified domain concepts and specify their properties and relationships. One possible ontology for the domain of adding fractions is illustrated in Figure 4. It contains Number as the most generic concept, which has two specialisations, LCD and Fraction. Fraction is further specialised into Improper and Reduced. The specialization/generalization relationships between domain concepts are visually represented as arrows between concepts.

Details of concepts, such as their properties and relationships with other concepts, are outlined in the bottom panel. Figure 4 shows the properties of the (currently selected) Reduced Fraction concept: Numerator, Denominator and Whole Number. The first two properties are inherited from the Fractions
concepts, while the last one is defined locally, and may only occur if the resulting fraction needs to be simplified. A property is described by its name and the type of values it may hold. Properties can be of type String, Integer, Float, Symbol or Boolean. New properties and relationships can be added using the interface shown in Figure 5, which allows the specification of a default value for String and Boolean properties. It also allows the range of values for Integers and Floats to be specified in terms of a minimum and maximum. When creating a property of type Symbol the list of valid values must be specified.

Property values may be specified as unique, optional and/or multivalued. In the latter case, the exact number of values that a property may hold is specified using the ‘at least’ and **at most** fields of the property interface. The **at least** field specifies the minimum number of values a property may hold while the ‘at most’ field specifies the maximum number of such values.

The ontology workspace visualises only generalisation/specialization relationships. Other types of relationships, such as part-of relationships between concepts, can be specified, but are not shown.

Fig. 4. The ontology for fraction addition
visually. To add a relationship the author defines its name and then selects the other concept(s) involved. The resulting relationship holds between the concept initially selected in the graphical representation of the ontology and the concept(s) chosen in the relationship-composing interface. In some cases, a relationship may involve one of a set of concepts. For example, when specifying an assignment (a statement that assigns a value to a variable), the author may specify that the allowed concepts on the right-hand side are constants (e.g., "x = 1"), variables (e.g., "x = y"), functions (e.g., "x = max(a,b,c)") or arithmetic expressions (e.g., "x = y + 3"). The List box allows the author to specify such a case, and then the corresponding concepts can be added to the container by selecting the appropriate concept from the drop-down list and clicking the + button. Figure 6 shows the assigned value relationship, when the first related concept has been added (i.e., the Number concept).

![Fig. 5. Adding a new property](image1)

![Fig. 6. Adding a relationship](image2)

We decided to design and implement an ontology editor specifically for ASPIRE after evaluating a variety of commercial and research ontology development tools. Although tools such as Protégé (2006), OilEd (Bechhofer, Horrocks, Goble, & Stevens, 2001) and Semantic Works (Altova, 2005) are sophisticated and possess the ability to represent complicated syntactical domain restrictions in the form of axioms, they are not intuitive to use. They were designed for knowledge engineering experts,
and consequently novices in knowledge engineering would struggle with the steep learning curve. One of the goals of this research is to enable domain experts with little knowledge engineering background to produce ITSs for their courses. To achieve this goal, the system should be easy and intuitive to use. We therefore decided to build an ontology editor specifically for this project to reduce the required training for users. The resulting ontology editor was designed to compose ontologies in a manner analogous to using a drawing program. Ease-of-use was achieved by restricting its expressive power: in contrast to Protégé where axioms can be specified as logical expressions, the ASPIRE ontology workspace only requires a set of syntactic restrictions to be specified through its interface. We believe this is sufficient for the purpose of generating syntax constraints for most instructional domains.

The ontology workspace does not offer a way of specifying restrictions on different properties attached to a given concept, such as that the number of years of work experience should be less than the person’s age. It also does not contain functionality to specify restrictions on properties from different concepts, such as that the salary of the manager has to be higher than the salaries of employees for whom they are responsible. Such arbitrary restrictions can be specified in Protégé using the Protégé Axiom Language (PAL). As the constraints in ASPIRE analyse the ontology as well as sample problems and their solutions, a complete ontology that includes all the restrictions is not required to generate a complete constraint base.

Phase 3: Modelling the Problem/Solution Structures

In phase 3 the author specifies the problem and solution structure for each problem set, using the Problem Structure tab illustrated in Figure 7. ASPIRE assumes that each problem contains a problem statement. In addition to the problem statement, the author can specify the task requirement, that is the description of the task and additional instructions that will be given to students for each problem. For example, in the fraction addition domain the task requirement may be “Add the following two fractions,” while the problem statement will specify the two fractions to be added (e.g., $\frac{1}{5} + \frac{2}{3}$). As another example, let us take a look at a language tutor, which contains a set of problems dealing with turning verbs into nouns. All problems of this type would have the same task requirement entered just once by the author: “Turn the following verb into a noun.” Each verb would then be entered separately as the problem statement.

A problem may also contain a collection of sub-components that add more information to the problem statement. Problem components are described by their label and type. The label is displayed in the student interface next to the problem component. Each component can be either textual or graphical. The components are problem-specific, and are therefore specified in the Problem Editor.

The solution structure for a non-procedural task consists of a list of solution components. A solution component is described in terms of the ontology concept(s) it represents. The task of modelling the solution structure therefore involves decomposing a solution into components and identifying the type of elements (in terms of ontology concepts) each component may hold. The author specifies the label for the solution element, selects one or more concepts from the ontology (using the drop-down lists labelled Choose item), and the number of elements it may hold (Element Count). Additionally, there is a Free text box for each component, which needs to be ticked if the student can freely type the content of the component. The free text components will be displayed in the student problem-solving interface as text boxes.
For procedural tasks, each problem-solving step might require several parts, and therefore the author needs to specify the solution components for each step. Consequently, the solution structure for procedural domains consists of a collection of solution component lists, one for each problem-solving step. For example, in the first step of adding fractions, the student needs to specify the lowest common denominator, which is a single number. To add this component, the author would specify the label the student will see (LCD in Figure 7), select the LCD concept from the options listed, and finally specify that there is only one number to be added.

Phase 4: Specifying the Student Interface

After specifying the problem/solution structures, ASPIRE will show the student interface tab (Figure 8). At the top of the page the author is asked to supply information about the display mode. The default option is the HTML interface as shown in this figure. If the author accepts this default option, the student will be given an interface automatically generated by ASPIRE consisting of an input area for each component defined in the solution structure.

The default HTML interface expects the student to type in the components of the solution. However, in some domains this is not a realistic expectation. For example, in a Mechanics tutor the student may draw a force diagram, so textual input is not appropriate. In such cases, the author may provide a domain-specific applet to support the student in performing one or more steps. Please note that we do not expect the author to develop the applet himself/herself, as such development would require programming expertise. The applet would need to be developed by software professionals. We
discuss this issue in more depth later in the paper. If there is an applet to be added, the author needs to specify that the student interface will contain such an applet. If the author selects the second option, the applet will replace the HTML interface, and will include all solution components for that page. The author then needs to upload the applet to ASPIRE.

At the top of the student interface, there is a set of standard buttons that students may use to select problems, get help on how to use the system, change the system or log out. Under the buttons, the interface displays the problem area, including the general instruction and the problem statement.

**Phase 5: Adding Problems and Solutions**

In the fifth phase, the author adds problems and their solutions. The interface for this is similar to the default student interface (i.e., HTML interface generated by ASPIRE from the domain definition). To generate this interface, ASPIRE-Author uses the previously specified problem/solution structures. Therefore, when the author starts adding the first problem for the domain, the Problem Editor provides the author with the necessary interface widgets based on the problem structure, and expects the author to populate them.
Fig. 8. The default student interface for the first step of the fraction addition task

There are several general problem features to specify, shown in the Problem’s attributes area (Figure 9). The unique problem number is generated automatically by the system (1 in this case, as the author is adding the first problem for the chosen problem set). The author may then specify an optional name for the problem. If the problem name is specified, it will be shown to students together with the problem number; otherwise, students will only see the problem number. The author must specify the problem difficulty (ranging from 1 for the simplest problems to 9 for the most complex problems), the problem statement and (optionally) problem components.
Fig. 9. Adding a problem

After saving the problem, the author can add one or more solutions to it, as illustrated in Figure 10. For procedural tasks, if there are multiple steps for solving a problem, the solution workspace allows the author to enter all the steps simultaneously rather than navigating through them one at a time as the students would. This eliminates the navigation effort needed between steps, making it quicker and easier for the author to add and inspect the full solution for a problem. Each step is displayed along with its name and the description that the students would see, and is separated by borders to make a clear distinction between steps. The author needs to specify the solution components for each problem-solving step. In domains where there are multiple solutions per problem, the author should enter all practicable alternative solutions. The solution editor reduces the amount of effort required to do this by allowing the author to transform a copy of the first solution into the desired alternative. This feature significantly reduces the author’s workload because alternative solutions often have a high degree of similarity.

Phases 6 and 7: Constraint Generation

Syntax constraints are generated on author’s request, from the domain ontology. The ontology contains a lot of information about the syntax of the domain. The syntax constraint generation algorithm extracts all useful syntactic information from the ontology and translates it into constraints. Syntax constraints are generated by analysing relationships between concepts and concept properties specified in the ontology (Suraweera, Mitrovic & Martin, 2004b). For example, any restrictions specified on relationships, such as minimum and maximum cardinalities, will be translated into constraints automatically. The same happens with data types and value ranges specified for properties. An additional set of constraints is also generated for procedural tasks, which ensures that the student performs the problem-solving steps in the correct order (also called path constraints). For example, in the domain of fraction addition a constraint is generated that verifies that the lowest common
denominator (LCD) part of the student’s solution is not empty, which becomes relevant when the student is working on this step and prevents them from moving on to the following step before satisfying it.

Figure 11 illustrates some syntactic constraints generated for the fraction addition domain. The constraints are arranged in groups corresponding to domain concepts they have been generated from. The figure shows four constraints generated for the *Improper fraction* concept. Each constraint consists of two conditions (relevance and satisfaction condition) followed by two feedback messages. The two feedback messages will be shown to the student one at a time, first when the constraint is violated, and then when the student asks for more feedback. ASPIRE generates these messages automatically. However, the author can modify them to make them more useful for the student.

Fig. 10. Adding a solution
The tick-box at the beginning of each constraint allows the constraint to be selected for further action. For example, to delete one or more constraints the author first selects them, and then clicks the \textit{Delete} button at the bottom of the page.

As discussed previously, we do not assume authors will be able to understand the constraint language. However, ASPIRE supports other types of users, such as developers, who are familiar with the constraint language. ASPIRE allows developers to modify constraints, or even add constraints manually; authors are not permitted to do this.

In the next phase, the author requests the semantic constraints to be generated. Those constraints check that the student’s solution has the desired meaning (i.e., it answers the question). Constraint-based tutors determine semantic correctness by comparing the student solution to a single correct solution to the problem; however, they are still capable of identifying alternative correct solutions because constraints are encoded to check for equivalent ways of representing the same semantics.
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(Mitrovic & Ohlsson, 1999; Ohlsson & Mitrovic, 2007; Suraweera & Mitrovic, 2004). Such constraints are generated by ASPIRE from analysing alternative correct solutions for the same problem supplied by the author. ASPIRE analyses the similarities and differences between two solutions to the same problem. The multiple alternative solutions specified by the author enable the system to generate constraints that will accept alternative solutions by comparing the student’s solution to the stored (ideal) solution in a manner that is not sensitive to the particular approach the student used. A detailed discussion of the constraint-generation algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper; the interested reader is referred to (Suraweera et al., 2005).

**Phase 8: Deploying the Domain**

Once the author has completed all the authoring steps, he/she may wish to see the tutoring system running. This allows the author to interact with the final tutoring system, solving problems and receiving feedback in a manner similar to students. The task of starting a tutoring system (to run on ASPIRE-TUTOR) is called *deployment*. On the author’s request, ASPIRE-Author will perform a number of checks on the domain to test that the information supplied by the author is consistent and the domain model is complete. Figure 12 shows a screenshot of the deployment page of a domain where ASPIRE has not found any inconsistencies. In such cases the author can simply click on the Deploy Domain button. The author can then try the tutoring system on ASPIRE-Tutor.

![Deploy Domain](image)

**ASPIRE-TUTOR**  
ASPIRE-Tutor (Figure 13) is also designed as a collection of modules based on the typical ITS architecture. It is capable of serving a collection of tutoring systems in parallel. The student accesses an intelligent tutoring system in ASPIRE through a Web browser. The interface module is responsible for producing an interface for each tutoring system deployed on the server. The Session Manager is responsible for maintaining the state of each student during their interaction. The current state of a student is described by information such as the selected domain, sub-domain and problem number. The Session Manager also acts as the main entry point to the system, invoking the relevant modules to carry out necessary tasks. For example, when a student submits a solution to be validated, the Session Manager passes on all information to the pedagogical module, which returns the feedback to be presented to the student.
The Pedagogical Module decides how to respond to each student request. It is responsible for handing all pedagogy-related requests including selecting a new problem, evaluating a student’s submission and viewing the student model. When evaluating a student’s submission and providing feedback, the Pedagogical Module delegates the task of evaluating the solution to the diagnostic module and decides on the appropriate feedback by consulting the student model. The student modeller maintains a long term model of the student’s knowledge.

Requests to other modules result in status and optional data being returned to the Pedagogical Module. In addition, the functional modules may access and/or update data objects (e.g., student model, domain model, logs) which are stored in the Allegro Cache database. The Pedagogical Module returns the final status and data to the Session Manager. The Session Manager returns the result to the interface by packaging up a response and/or indicating which interface object should be presented next.

The Diagnostic Module analyses students' solutions, and identifies any mistakes students made. In order to be able to perform this task, the Diagnostic Module needs the services of the Domain Manager, the component that is in charge of all knowledge developed for various intelligent tutoring systems. On the basis of the diagnosis performed by the Diagnostic Module, the Student Modeller updates the student model (i.e., the system's view of the student's knowledge). The student model is used to adapt instructional actions to meet the needs and abilities of each individual student (for example, by selecting problems at the appropriate level of complexity for the student).

![Fig. 13. The architecture of ASPIRE-Tutor](image)

All actions students perform in ASPIRE are logged by the Log Manager. Finally, the User Manager maintains user information and ensures that only authorized users can access ASPIRE and the various intelligent tutoring systems defined within it. There are five types of users in ASPIRE:
students, teachers, administrators, developers and authors. Each user group has specific privileges and rights and can access different parts of the system. The User Manager makes sure that users can access the part of ASPIRE they need.

For example, the teacher can specify the progression of feedback levels. By default, ASPIRE offers the following feedback levels: Quick Check (specifying whether the answer is correct or not), Error Flag (identifying only the part of the solution that is erroneous), Hint (identifying the first error and providing information about the domain principle that is violated by the student’s solution), Detailed Hint (a more detailed version of the hint), All Errors (hints about all errors) and Show Solution. By default, ASPIRE starts with Quick Check and progresses with each consecutive submission of the same problem to Detailed Hint, unless the student asks for a specific type of feedback. Information about all errors and the solution are only available at request. However, the teacher can override this default behaviour by limiting the types of feedback, prohibiting the full solution from being shown, specifying the minimal number of attempts before the full solution can be seen, or by specifying the maximal level of feedback to be provided automatically. The teacher can also specify the problem selection mechanisms available to students.

As discussed earlier, both authors and developers can develop new ITSs in ASPIRE-Author. The difference between those two groups of ASPIRE users is that developers can add, delete and modify constraints generated by ASPIRE, while authors can only modify feedback messages.

**EVALUATION**

In previous work, we evaluated the constraint generation algorithms employed in ASPIRE (Suraweera et al., 2005, 2007). The effectiveness of constraint generation was evaluated by producing constraint sets for three domains: conceptual database design using Entity-Relationship (ER) modelling, Fraction addition and Data normalisation. Database design and Data normalisation were specifically chosen because we had previously developed two successful constraint-based tutors for the two domains: KERMIT (Suraweera & Mitrovic, 2002, 2004) and NORMIT (Mitrovic, 2003, 2005), respectively. The constraint bases of these tutors were therefore used as benchmarks to evaluate the correctness and completeness of the constraint bases generated by those algorithms. The choices of domains were also influenced by the desire to evaluate the algorithm on both procedural and non-procedural tasks. Data normalisation and Fraction addition can be categorised as procedural domains, where a strict set of steps must be followed to arrive at the solution. On the other hand, database design is an ill-defined task; there is no strict procedure to be followed to produce an ER model. The results of the evaluation showed that the generated constraints accounted for over 90% of the constraints required for the domain; the missing constraints needed to be added manually. Constraints that were not generated required additional problem-solving or algebraic functionality that is not currently supported by the constraint-generation algorithms. However, since constraints operate independently, the generated constraints are sufficient for an early version of a tutoring system.

We also used ASPIRE in COSC420, a graduate ITS course at the University of Canterbury taught by the first author of this paper. The students enrolled in this course had previously learnt about ITSs and constraint-based tutors in 12 lectures, and had some practical experience of using various ITSs. Therefore, they had more ITS experience and less domain expertise than what we expect from a typical ASPIRE author. They were assigned the task of producing a complete ITS in ASPIRE for the domain of balancing chemical equations. We provided a high-level description of the system’s
behaviour: each problem should specify the chemical compounds on the left- and right-hand side of the equation (reactants and products, respectively), and the student should determine the coefficients required (i.e., to specify the number of molecules of each reactant/product in the equation). We introduced ASPIRE, and the suggested authoring process, and provided a list of unbalanced chemical equations. The participants were free to design domain ontologies and problem/solution structures as they wished. They all had developer accounts for ASPIRE, which allowed them to modify the constraint sets produced by ASPIRE. The time period for completing the assignment was three weeks. Out of nine students enrolled in the class, only one did not complete the assignment, due to the high load in other courses. All other students produced running tutors. At the time when the course was offered, ASPIRE was still being developed, and therefore the students experienced some system crashes and identified some bugs in the system. We therefore do not treat this study as an evaluation study, but it did provide us with valuable experiences and suggestions for improving the system. The students agreed that ASPIRE eased the development of ITSs in comparison to manual development. They liked the ontology workspace, but pointed out that ASPIRE was a complex system, and that it did require a lot of training to be used properly.

Additionally, we held a full-day tutorial at the AIED 2007 conference, in which we introduced ASPIRE to participants and engaged them with small hands-on activities in ASPIRE. Based on the experiences gained at the tutorial, one of the participants, Prof. Glenn Blank, decided to use ASPIRE in his graduate class on ITSs (CSE497) at Lehigh University in 2007. There were nine students enrolled in the class, and they were assigned the task of building a tutor that taught fraction addition in both ASPIRE and CTAT. The students learnt about constraint-based and model-tracing tutors in lectures, and had access to both authoring environments and accompanying manuals. Some students had difficulties with the authoring procedure. For example, ASPIRE needs multiple problems and solutions in order to generate general constraints. If the author only provides a single problem/solution, the constraint generated will be overly specific (i.e., they will contain all the specifics of the single solution provided). In order for constraints to be generalized, ASPIRE needs several problems. One student in this class had a problem understanding this requirement, but after a clarification was able to complete the ITS.

It should be pointed out that both ASPIRE and CTAT were still under development at the time, and therefore some advanced features were missing from both environments. Furthermore, the students were not given the full training that the developers of ASPIRE and CTAT envision for proper use. The following findings therefore need to be taken as preliminary only. The comments we received from this group of students pointed out that more initial learning was needed to use ASPIRE effectively in comparison to CTAT, which is not surprising as ASPIRE is a general authoring system. The students pointed out that CTAT was easier to use initially, but was much more restrictive. They stated that in CTAT it was easy to create a problem, but to achieve good coverage of the domain, lots of problems needed to be created manually\(^2\). The other shortcoming of CTAT was that the resulting tutors were inflexible, requiring the student to follow the pre-specified paths. On the other hand, the students praised the generality of ASPIRE and its applicability to a variety of instructional domains in contrast to CTAT, which is aimed at procedural tasks. The other observation was that the resulting constraint-based tutors were more flexible than tutors developed in CTAT.

\(^2\)“The current version of CTAT is capable of supporting fully-flexible fraction addition tutors, and makes it easy to "mass produce" tutors for problems with isomorphic solution spaces.” (V. Aleven, personal communication, 28 December 2008)
We at ICTG have used ASPIRE to develop a number of ITSs. However, to test whether ASPIRE has reached its goal, we also asked people outside of ICTG to use ASPIRE. Two university instructors without ITS expertise used ASPIRE to develop tutors for the courses they teach at two different universities in New Zealand. We describe one of those systems, the Capital Investment Tutor (CIT), which was developed by the last author of this paper. We present the process of developing CIT and the evaluation study performed with it. The other ITS (in the area of thermodynamics) is still under development.

CIT: Teaching Capital Investment Decision Making

Capital investment decision-making plays a crucial role in the financial evaluation of non-current assets within contemporary organisational practice. Teaching experience shows that capital investment evaluation techniques, namely, the accounting rate of return, net present value and the internal rate of return, are problematic for students to master. Students find the principles of capital investment decision-making difficult to comprehend and lack the ability to translate from theory to practice. It was envisaged that CIT would enable students to apply theoretical financial decision-making to real-life simulated business environments. It was with this in mind that CIT was developed by the last author of this paper (who had no ITS/programming experience) as one of the crucial evaluation stages of the ASPIRE project. The author developed CIT in consultation with the ASPIRE team, as discussed later in this section.

![The steps of the Capital Investment Decision domain](image)

Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the Domain tab of ASPIRE-Author for CIT (which corresponds to the first phase of the authoring procedure in which the author describes the domain and specifies problem-solving steps). The task the student needs to perform is a procedural one, consisting of seven steps. In the first step, the student constructs a timeline of project costs from the information given in the problem statement. This step is shown to the student on its own on the first page. In step two
(shown on its own on a new page), the student identifies the relevant problem type in terms of which variable needs to be calculated. Step 3 requires the student to select the formula corresponding to the chosen variable. They then enter the parameters for the formula in step 4. In steps 5 and 6, the student enters the known values into the selected formula and then specifies the computed value. Based on this computed value, the student then makes the final decision regarding capital investment in step 7. In CIT there is only a single problem set, although ASPIRE allows for multiple problem sets to be defined for a domain.

The domain ontology for CIS is illustrated in Figure 15, showing the important domain concepts and their relationships. There are 30 concepts in the ontology, each containing one or two properties. For example, the Cash Flow concept is specialised into initial, operating and terminal cash flows. The author then specified the problem structure; in CIT, each problem has a problem statement and an attached image. The solution structure is given in Table 2.

![Fig. 15. The ontology for the Capital Investment Decision domain](image)

From this information, ASPIRE was able to generate the default HTML student interface. The author wanted the final student interface to use applets, rather than text boxes supplied by the default
student interface, to make CIT more visually attractive. The only action the author performed in phase 4 was to indicate that applets would replace the default student interface. Please note that the applets themselves were not developed by the author, as the expertise required for developing applets is far above the normal expectations of ASPIRE authors.

Table 2. Solution structure for CIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem-solving step</th>
<th>Solution components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Construct a timeline</td>
<td>Cash flows (initial, operating and terminal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify problem type</td>
<td>One of Accounting Rate of Return, Bond, Future Value, Internal Rate of Return, Net Present Value (NPV), Payback Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Select the formula</td>
<td>One of the pre-specified set of formulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Specify the parameters for the formula</td>
<td>n, k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Complete the formula</td>
<td>All components of the NPV formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Enter the NPV value</td>
<td>NPV value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Make the final decision</td>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In phase 5 the author entered twelve problems and their solutions. In this domain, there is only one correct solution per problem. Syntax and semantic constraints were generated, and the author modified the automatically generated feedback messages to be more helpful to students. Finally the author deployed the domain, which resulted in the domain information being transferred to ASPIRE-Tutor. The author/teacher also defined a group, consisting of students who would have access to the system, and tailored the behaviour of the system by specifying the feedback and problem selection options available to the students.

Figure 16 shows the student interface with the applet for the first step in CIT. The top area of the page provides controls for selecting problems, obtaining help, and changing/leaving the ITS. The problem statement is shown together with the photo describing the situation. The problem-solving area for this step consists of an applet that visualizes the timeline. The student needs to label the period on this timeline and enter the amounts corresponding to the various types of cash flows. In the situation illustrated in Figure 16, the student has incorrectly labelled the initial time as period 1 on the timeline, entered the incorrect value for the initial cash flow, and failed to specify the rest of the timeline. The feedback shown in the right-hand panel corresponds to the All Errors level: the first hint discusses operating cash flows that are missing, the second discusses the initial cash flow for which the student supplied the wrong value, while the last one discusses the terminal cash flow. The student can change the solution based on the feedback provided, and submit the solution to CIT again.

Since CIT is a procedural tutor, the student needs to complete each step correctly before being allowed to move on to the next one. Figure 17 shows a situation when the student has already completed the first four steps successfully: completed the timeline, selected NPV as the appropriate evaluation mechanism to be used in the problem, picked the correct formula for NPV and specified the correct values for n (the number of years) and k (the interest rate), which are the parameters used in the formula for NPV. The applet shows the current step, in which the student must fill in the values into the formula for calculating NPV. Please note that the applet shows the expanded version of the summation formula, showing the four terms corresponding to the operating cash flows and the last term (pi) corresponding to the initial cash flow. The goal of this step is to check whether the student can differentiate between the initial cash flow (the term subtracted from the others) and the operating cash flows, and also whether the student understands the various time periods involved and corresponding cash flows. The student has specified the initial cash flow correctly, but has not
specified any of the operating cash flows and the corresponding time periods. The feedback shown in Figure 17 is on the Hint level, and discusses the operating cash flows, which are missing from the student’s solution.

CIT uses applets to make interaction more attractive visually, although the task itself can be executed using purely textual input. However, in some domains it might be impossible to use a purely textual interface. For example, if the student needs to develop some kind of diagram, a drawing applet would be necessary. Our experience shows that the time and effort needed to develop applets is higher than the requirements for the other development tasks in ASPIRE. Additionally, applets require software engineering experience, and for that reason we do not expect authors to be able to develop them by themselves.

Experiences in Developing CIT

CIT has been developed over a period of approximately six months from the initial conception through to the finished system. Please note that the development of CIT overlapped with the ASPIRE development; therefore, the ASPIRE documentation (i.e., authoring manual) was not available at the
time. This necessitated meetings with the ASPIRE team, in order to familiarize the author with ASPIRE’s functionality.

![Fig. 17. Student interface showing the fifth step of the problem](image)

Contact with the ASPIRE team proved beneficial, providing a way forward when the author was unable to visualise the overall system, causing slow progress and frustration. This was evident during the initial stages, when the author experienced difficulties constructing the ontology for CIT. This was partly due to an inadequate understanding of the ontology, as it can be difficult for content experts to map out what they are teaching in a structured and detailed manner. In the case of CIT, it was difficult for the author to clearly ascertain what was required of him and what purpose the ontology served. In future work, it may prove beneficial to develop a partial ontology, and follow the authoring process through to its entirety, completing the remaining ontology requirements along the way. This would allow the author to obtain a holistic understanding of the process.

The authoring process implemented in ASPIRE is relatively straightforward for an average computer user. The author of CIT had an academic background in business and education and therefore had a limited knowledge of computer applications. A familiarity with computer programming or software applications is not necessary; however, belonging to a younger generation the author has had exposure to computer technology. The author found that, in constructing CIT, the overall ASPIRE system was easy to use with an ability to clearly map the course-learning material to the systems application. ASPIRE was able to meet the requirements needed for the design of the
The Capital Investment Decision Making tutor included a visual image of the case study, a clear student interface and templates, and progressive feedback.

The manual uploading of problems and suggested solutions was straightforward and required little development time, proving to be one of the advantages of using the ASPIRE system. The feedback provided to students proved to be one of the most useful elements of CIT as it could be tailored to the student group based on the learning outcomes of the course and the task at hand. The manual modification of generated feedback messages was conducted towards the end of the system’s development and was jointly achieved by the ASPIRE team and author. Having not had a computer programming background, the author found this stage relatively difficult, relying on face-to-face assistance to complete the task. An amount of detail could be provided at this stage to assist the author; for example, a text box underneath each constraint, providing an overview of the constraint in English, may prove beneficial.

Evaluation of CIT

We conducted an evaluation study of CIT in a summer school course at Lincoln University in February 2008. The participants were 21 students enrolled in ACCT102 (Accounting and Finance for Business), an introductory business decision-making course. Prior to the study, the students had participated in lectures covering the relevant material. The course had two scheduled tutorial streams, and we randomly selected one of them to serve as the experimental group, while the other served as the control group. The length of tutorials was 90 minutes. During this time, the students took a short pre-test, interacted with the system (experimental) or solved the problems individually and then discussed them with a human tutor (control), and then took a post-test. Both groups spent 45 minutes on problem-solving. The experimental group participants also filled in a user questionnaire, which solicited their impressions of CIT.

Table 3 reports some statistics from the study. There was no significant difference between the pre-test scores, indicating that the prior knowledge of the two groups of participants was comparable. Both groups improved on the post-test, with the control group having a significant (p<0.04), and the experimental group a marginally significant improvement (p=0.066). There was no significant difference between the gains for the two groups. We attribute the relatively low results on the post-test to the short session length.

The control group students worked individually through the problems just like they would if they were using the system. The students progressed at their own speed, and managed to complete from 7 to 10 problems. They did not solve exactly the same number of problems due to differences in their abilities and prior knowledge. The human tutor facilitated by providing assistance when needed, similar to CIT.

The time the experimental group students spent interacting with CIT ranged from 36 to 45 minutes, with an average of 42 minutes (SD=3 min). They solved fewer problems than the control group, ranging from 0 (two students) to 4 (four students), with an average of only 2.5. This is low because the experimental students had to learn how to use CIT and understand its interface: one of the items in the user questionnaire asked students to estimate the time they needed to learn how to use the interface, and they reported that they needed an average of 9 minutes (SD=7 minutes). These students, therefore, effectively had less time to devote to problem-solving. This figure also does not take into account that working through a problem using the interface may have been slower than on paper. We also attribute the lower post-test results to this difference in time, and the consequent difference in the
number of solved problems. This is also confirmed by the positive correlation (0.24) between the interaction time and the post-test performance for the experimental group students, and the much higher correlation (0.57) between the total numbers of attempts and the post-test.

Table 3. Statistics from the 2008 evaluation of CIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>No of students</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean (sd)</th>
<th>Post-test Mean (sd)</th>
<th>Gain mean (sd)</th>
<th>Problems solved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32% (26%)</td>
<td>42% (18%)</td>
<td>10% (25%)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38% (28%)</td>
<td>50% (13%)</td>
<td>21% (27%)</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also analyzed how students acquire constraints; the resulting learning curve is shown in Figure 18. The x-axis shows the opportunity to use a given constraint during the session on any attempt (please note that an attempt is a partial solution submitted for a particular step of the task). The average number of attempts was 78 (sd = 31). The y-axis shows the error probability. The data points were averaged over all constraints and all students who interacted with CIT. The minimal number of attempts per student was 42, and therefore the graph shown in Figure 18 represents all students from the experimental group. The initial probability was computed for 649 constraints, and the cut-off point for the graph was attempt 15, when the number of constraints used was 2/3 of the initial number. The data exhibits an excellent fit to a power curve, thus showing that students do learn effectively in CIT. Furthermore, the learning rate (i.e., the exponent of the power curve equation) is very high, showing that students acquired the necessary knowledge quickly. The initial error probability of 0.26 dropped by more than 50% to 0.12 after only four attempts.

The questionnaire responses were also analyzed. For the questions we discuss below, the students selected a response on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). The students enjoyed interacting with the system (mean=3.5, sd=1.1), and believed that their understanding of the domain was improved as a consequence of using CIT (mean=3.8, sd=1). Eleven out of the fourteen experimental group participants indicated they would recommend CIT to other students. The students rated CIT’s interface as fairly easy to use (mean=3.7, sd=1.1). Most of the students found the feedback useful (mean=3.3, sd=1.3), although a few pointed out that they would prefer a little more information.

The results obtained from this initial evaluation of CIT are encouraging, and are similar to the results we have obtained in previous studies with manually developed constraint-based tutors. However, the amount of collected data was limited due to the small class size. We plan to repeat the evaluation study in 2009, when more students are expected to take the same course. We will then extend the length of the study to a couple of sessions.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We provided an overview of ASPIRE, an authoring system that assists domain experts in building constraint-based ITSs and serves the developed tutoring systems over the web. ASPIRE follows a semi-automated process for generating domain models in which the author is required to provide a description of the domain in terms of an ontology, specify the structure of problems and solutions, and provide examples of both. From this information, ASPIRE induces the domain model and produces a fully-functional web-based ITS that can then be used by students. ASPIRE also provides additional support for administrators to create user accounts and maintain the activities in ASPIRE. It also supports teachers in tailoring ITSs to their classes. The paper presented the features of ASPIRE and illustrated the authoring process on the example of the fraction addition domain. We also presented some initial evaluation results, as well as the process of developing CIT, an ITS that teaches Capital Investment decision-making. A preliminary evaluation of CIT showed that students do learn from interacting with this ITS. This evaluation serves as a proof the ITSs developed in ASPIRE are effective.

ASPIRE eases the development of ITSs by generating constraints automatically, thus not requiring programming and AI expertise from authors. As discussed in the paper, the constraint generation algorithms used in the current version of ASPIRE are not perfect: in evaluations we performed, they were capable of generating 90% of constraints needed. At the moment, these algorithms cannot generate constraints involving functions (arithmetic or domain-dependent ones), and therefore such constraints need to be defined manually. One of the avenues for future work is improving the constraint-generation algorithms. Even though the resulting constraint sets were not complete, the majority of constraints were provided to the authors. If authors have programming expertise, ASPIRE allows them to add or edit the automatically generated constraints manually.
Another important feature of ASPIRE is its generality. We designed ASPIRE to be able to support development of ITSs in any problem-solving task, be it procedural or non-procedural. This is a very important advantage, as most existing authoring systems are aimed at a particular type of instructional task. Of course, the consequence of generality is a steep learning curve for novice ASPIRE authors. Our authors report that initially they had difficulty understanding what ontologies were, how they could be defined and what influence they had on the authoring process. Another reported difficulty was understanding the effects each authoring phase has on the rest of the process.

ASPIRE generates student interfaces automatically, in the form of HTML-based textual interfaces. The default student interface can be replaced with applets. We do not expect the author to be able to develop applets on his/her own, as that requires significant programming expertise. In the future, we will extend ASPIRE with a GUI-based tool for specifying the student interface.

CIT is only one of the ITSs developed in ASPIRE. We have also been developing ITSs in ASPIRE for the areas of thermodynamics, engineering mechanics, chemistry and arithmetic. The authors involved in this work have various types of backgrounds, ranging from teachers to Computer Science postgraduate students. We have not performed rigorous evaluation studies and formal interviews yet, but the initial experiences have been positive. Although initially authors needed to learn about ontologies and the development philosophy supported by ASIRE, they found it a flexible and powerful tool. ASPIRE is freely available on the Web, and we hope more teachers will use it to develop ITSs for their courses. We plan to perform more studies on how authors interact with ASPIRE, with special focus on the reduction in time needed to produce domain models. We will also keep enhancing ASPIRE in light of feedback from authors.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems are being increasingly used in real classroom settings, producing significant learning gains. Ideally, teachers themselves should be able to produce ITSs according to their needs. However, building an ITS requires extensive effort and multi-faceted expertise. In particular, the domain model requires months of work that can only be carried out by experts in knowledge engineering and programming. The contribution of this research is that it enables domain models to be generated automatically with the assistance of a domain expert such as a teacher or a lecturer, obviating the need for AI programming skills. The reported research into the ASPIRE authoring system provides a way for ITSs to become more significant and to play wider role in education in the near future.
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